Atomic oxygen wall recombination coefficients at a high-temperature regime, more than 1300 K, and in a low static pressure environment are measured using the actinometric method for SiC, highly catalytic and SiO 2 materials. For this purpose, the inductively coupled plasma of O 2 with argon, as an actinometer, is employed. Measured values are compared with the numerical prediction obtained using the Kurotaki model. Agreement with the Kurotaki model is reasonable at least qualitatively.
Nomenclature
A: Einstein coefficient c: concentration C: constant dependent on the detection system D: pertinent binary diffusion coefficient h: energy of the emitted photon I: emission intensity k: rate coefficient k B : Boltzmann constant L: thickness of the boundary layer m: mass M: molecular weight n: number density _ N N: rate of atoms striking the surface r: radius T: temperature U: diffusion velocity of species i V: mass motion of mixture " V V: averaged translational velocity _ w w i : catalytic rate z: distance from the surface 
Introduction
Recently, the catalytic effect on the surface of hypersonic vehicles has attracted much attention as one of the most important phenomenon to be investigated in order to conduct an accurate prediction of aerodynamic heating. 1) To investigate the phenomenon, most of the experiments were conducted in arc-heated wind tunnels, where the recombination coefficient is determined from a stagnation point heat flux measurement in dissociated arc jet flow. 1) However, the arc-heated wind tunnel (AHWT) has a drawback in that its electrode material melts and contaminates the high enthalpy plasma flow. Furthermore, the flow field simulated in the arc-heated wind tunnel is very complex due to the convective flow field. On the contrary, inductively coupled plasma (ICP) is more suitable for application to the catalytic effect because it's contamination-free.
To investigate catalytic effect, stagnation heat flux measurement is a standard method. The catalytic coefficient thus determined, however, cannot avoid uncertainty due to the large uncertainty inherent to heat flux measurement. On the other hand, there is a more direct method if the flow is diffusion dominant like using ICP since, in such a flow, the surface catalysity is directly related to the concentration distribution of the species which reacts on the surface. As for the concentration measurement, it can be realized by the method called the actinometric method, which is an indirect spectroscopic monitoring of reactive species densities (laser induced fluorescence (LIF) is a direct spectroscopic monitor of reactive species densities).
Actinometry requires the addition of a small amount of an inert gas such as argon to the feed gas for the plasma. The plasma induces emission from the excited states of both the inert species (actinometer), and in actinometry, the species of interest are observed and compared. This comparison assumes that emission from the chosen excited states is proportional to the concentration of the same species in the Ó 2006 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences ground state. 2) In the present paper, the atomic oxygen wall recombination coefficient at more than 1300 K while in a low static pressure (several 10 Pa) regime was measured using the actinometric method. This regime can partially simulate the atmospheric re-entry conditions.
Determination of the Recombination Coefficient by Actinometry
To make the present paper self consistent, the formulation of the wall recombination coefficient is summarized referring to the method described in a paper written by Balat et al. 3) and so on. Let us consider an O 2 plasma highly-heated up to around 1500 K, which is self-radiating. Actinometry is a technique which, in principle, allows one to monitor species in a plasma in their electronic ground state by measuring the plasma induced emission from an excited state. For that purpose, a small amount of a gas, the actinometer, is introduced into the plasma together with the primary gases. 
and O
Ã decay via radiation. These conditions have been investigated for a large number of gases and reactive particles. From the experimental results for a pure O 2 plasma, it will be investigated if the necessary conditions for actinometry are fulfilled in the case of oxygen atoms in a low pressure O 2 radio-frequency plasma. 4) Let us assume that an O 2 (with argon as the actinometer) plasma of 53 Pa is contained in a glass tube with a diameter of 50 mm.
The ratio of the partial pressure of O 2 to that of Ar is 10 to 1.5. At one end of the tube, specimen is mounted for the catalysity investigation, on which the surface reaction for the atomic oxygen is expected while the argon is not affected. The mean free path of the atomic oxygen is around 0.07 cm and is less than the diameter of the glass tube (50 mm). Then the plasma flow can be assumed to be diffusion dominant, and is governed by the diffusion equation. The conservation equation of species i is written as,
Here the diffusion velocity U i of species i is given by Fick's law as i U i ¼ ÀD ij rc i and Eq. (1) becomes
Here we assume the following additional conditions: ‹ Plasma density is steady at the discharge region;
› The effect of convection is neglected,
fi The flow is axisymmetric and the variation along the radial direction is neglected. That is, the present flow is diffusion dominant in z (or, axial) direction. These assumptions simplify Eq. (2) as,
and can be written in cylindrical coordinates as follows;
This equation must be solved with the following boundary conditions: ‹ The concentration c i is almost constant along the ICP plasma until a certain distance of specimen neighborhood z ¼ L. In other words, far from the specimen, the concentration has a specific value.
› At the surface of the specimen (z ¼ L), the mass balance in oxygen atoms is established by the equality between the oxygen arriving at the surface by diffusion and the atomic oxygen recombined at the surface:
Here, the rate of atoms striking the surface _ N N is proportional for both number density n = (number of atoms)/cm 3 and averaged translational velocity " V V, and _ N N is given by _ N N ¼ n " V V=4. Averaged translational velocity is given, based on Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution, as
Here, we assume that the gas kinetic temperature T kin equals to the specimen surface temperature. The evolution of the concentration c O is given by the solution of Eq. (6). The emission intensity from species is related to each species' concentration and the number density at the upper ðX j Þ and lower ðX i Þ energy levels. The emission intensity I X Ã of a transition X i Ã ! X j Ã is then written as the ratio between production and loss process:
where n e is the electronic density, h ij is the energy of the emitted photon, A i j is the Einstein coefficient for the observed transition ði ! jÞ, P A ij is the sum of all radiative de-excitation processes of the i th level, and C represents a constant dependent on the detection system.
The intensity relies on the electron density and the electron distribution function. It is possible to compensate the variations in n e by dividing the emission intensity of an oxy-gen line by the line intensity of the actinometer:
where
Hence, the ratio of the intensities I O =I Ar is proportional to the c O =c Ar if the coefficient C Ar O remains constant throughout the experimental range. 5) In this formulation, as far as we consider the ratio of the intensity ratio, it is not necessary to know the actual form of the coefficient.
As mentioned above, in the actinometry method, the ratio of the concentration is proportional to the intensity ratio of the radiated spectral lines. Since argon gas is an inert gas with a constant concentration along the flow direction (z axis), we can deduce as follows:
The spectral intensity ratio obtained by actinometry leads to the determination of the recombination coefficient by the following equation:
Here,
is a reduced collision integral as a function of reduced temperature k B T kin =" O{O 2 . In Eq. (14), the effect of argon is neglected since the quantity of argon is very small or the atomic oxygen and molecular oxygen are dominant species. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. The quartz tube, inside of which a plasma is generated by means of the inductive discharge method, has a 1000 mm length and 50 mm diameter, respectively. Driver gas (argon and oxygen in this experiment) is supplied through two precision mass flow meters (for argon and oxygen) at the top end of the tube. The gas is injected into opposite sides along the radial direction of the tube. The mass flow rate is limited to values of 1.5 cc/min (2:51 Â 10 À8 m 3 /s) and 10.0 cc/min (1:67 Â 10 À7 m 3 /s) for argon and oxygen, respectively. The injected gas is exhausted by vacuum pump so that a steady state is maintained in the tube. In order to make fine adjustments to the total pressure in the test section, adjusting valves which control the large quantity mass flux and small quantity mass flux are set between the tube and pump. As for the inductively coupled discharge, an inductive coil is employed, which is controlled by a matching box and high-frequency (HF) generator. The electrical power input is 200 W in this experiment, and the frequency of the HF generator is set to 13.56 MHz. The experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 .
Experimental Setup
In the tube, the specimen is mounted and which is 20 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness. The specimen is mounted on a quartz saucer. The typical distance between the coil center and specimen is 140 mm. A quartz rod sustains the specimen and quartz saucer. To heat up the specimen, an infrared (IR) lamp is mounted at the other end of the quartz tube. IR light travels through the quartz rod and reaches the back surface of the specimen. The specimen is heated, from the back, up to 1500 K in order to simulate re-entry conditions. The surface temperature is measured using a two-color radiation thermometer which is set at the top end of the quartz tube. Total pressure (static pressure in the tube) is measured downstream of the specimen. As for the specimen, materials coated with a highly catalytic material and glass coating on the substrate and SiC are employed.
The evolution of the intensities ratio I O =I Ar of an oxygen line to an argon line is measured along the discharge zone. To determine the spatial gradient of the intensity ratio (Fig. 3) 3=2 Þ4p transition) is selected. These wavelengths satisfy the conditions from (1) to (4) described in sec. 2, and are commonly used as references. 3, 5) Both of these lines can be recorded simultaneously, thus increasing the accuracy of the intensity ratio measurements.
Our spectroscopic system, known as a non-symmetrical Czerny-Turner optical system, consists of a focusing lens (achromatic lens) and optical fiber cable with traverse equipment, a CCD linear image sensor, a 50 cm focal length spectrometer, and a personal computer for data acquisition and analysis.
Spatially resolved emission measurement is done by changing the focus location of the distance from the surface. Distance determination from the surface and evaluation of the stability of generated plasma is performed carefully. In this experiment, image magnification M is 1.0; namely, spatially resolution is a 0.4 mm-diameter spot in the discharge region. Therefore, we can conduct spatially resolved measurements at each 1 mm interval. In the spatially resolved measurement, (1) the accuracy of the distance from the surface, and (2) stabilized generation of plasma are critical to determine the gradient of the intensity ratio line. While conducting spatially resolved measurements, the reproduction characteristics of a focusing location (the accuracy of the distance from the surface) is examined. That is, when a measuring point is returned to the original position, it is investigated whether optical intensity would become the same. The spectral intensity fluctuates slightly, but the repetition characteristic of a focusing location is excellent. Figure 2 shows the typical emission spectrum measured at 2 mm above the specimen surface. Note that the emitted light intensity at the corresponding wavelength, which is obtained from Fig. 2 , is not calculated by the line height, but by the area corresponding to the line spectrum. Figure 3 shows the relative atomic oxygen concentration profile I O =I Ar in the ICP plasma in the case of quartz material for the specimen. It is evident from Fig. 3 that oxygen concentration decreases linearly due to atomic recombination at the surface of the specimen.
Results and Discussion

Relative atomic oxygen concentration profile
Recombination coefficient and its validation
through theoretical study A previous experimental study has been done at a higher stagnation pressure and temperature regime, in a case where an arc-heated wind tunnel is applied. On the other hand, for the flow which is diffusion dominant and at a temperature of less than 1300 K, actinometry is applied. In this case, as for the SiC material, for example, the measured value is known as 1 Â 10 À2 at 900 K, and 4 Â 10 À2 at 1100 K. 6) Generally, the recombination coefficient is expected to increase with temperature. To simulate flight conditions, however, catalysity at a higher temperature and lower pressure regime are required when actinometry is applied.
Figures 4 and 5 show recombination coefficients for various surfaces at specified pressures. The error bar is determined from the degree of fluctuation of emitted intensity and the accuracy of the distance from the surface. As shown in both figures, the present coefficients are on the trend extended from the values at the lower temperature. That is, the coefficient for SiC-coated material increases with temperature, even in the present temperature range. As expected from the values at lower temperatures, the value for SiC+BS glass is lower than that of SiC+HC(LC). A comparison between Figs. 5 and 6 shows that the pressure dependence of the coefficient is observed only slightly.
The present measured values are compared with numerical results obtained by Kurotaki, 7) who modeled the catalysity. This numerical method calculates the temperature dependence of the recombination coefficient for a surface whose substrate is SiO 2 , varying atomic oxygen partial pressure P O from 10 to 10000 Pa. However, the curve under several 10 Pa is the extrapolated data. 8)
The Kurotaki model shows that the recombination coefficient has a local maximum at a certain temperature for each partial pressure. The model suggests that the recombination coefficient depends on not only wall temperature, but also oxygen partial pressure and that decreasing partial pressure causes an increase in the recombination coefficient.
In contrast to the model, there is only little experimental data available. For the present data, the total pressure ranges from 26 Pa to 53 Pa. To compare the present results with the prediction, however, the partial pressure for atomic oxygen is necessary. Unfortunately, in the present experiment, partial pressure was not determined even though it is less than the total pressure, at least. Therefore, the present data can be compared to a prediction for partial pressure of around 50 Pa. Agreement of the present data with the prediction is reasonable, at least qualitatively. Furthermore, as the Kurotaki model suggests, the present data shows a larger value compared with Balat's data, which was determined for a higher total pressure regime. These facts suggest that the Kurotaki model reasonably agrees with the experimental data, at least qualitatively.
Conclusion
In the present study, the atomic oxygen wall recombination coefficient at more than 1300 K and 26-53 Pa total pressure is measured using the actinometric method. The main conclusions of the present study are summarized as follows: 1. A catalysis evaluation system based on actinometry has been developed. 2. Our system established a performance which can simulate conditions up to 1500 K in a small-size device (laboratory level). 3. The catalysity of various materials can be measured at a temperature regime of more than 1300 K, especially focusing on temperature dependence. 4. There is a tendency of experimental values agree to qualitatively with the Kurotaki model, and quantitative agreement is a future study. May 2006
